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President’s Piece
Presidents Piece from Murray Irvine.
Last month I advised that we had completed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NS ATC
and NMAC. It says that we have agreement with the NS ATC and have permission to fly in the controlled
airspace around Wakapuaka, and that clearance is not required providing the model remains below 400ft,
stays within visual line of sight and within the confines of the sand flats area. NS ATC approved the design
of an advisory sign which Lance has had made for us. These will be erected over the next couple of weeks
(when I’m back from holiday).
The rules are clear and mirror the existing club rules that we’ve always had in place – please stick to them.

One of the things the committee want to achieve this year is to raise the profile of the Club with the
Nelson City Council (NCC). Last month I arranged a meeting with Clare Barton the ‘Group Manager of
Environmental Management’. It was very generous of Clare to give some of her time to allow me to
introduce myself and talk about the club activities at the Wakapuaka sandflats. We discussed that whilst
the club want to be informed and aware of any strategic initiatives involving the area, it would also be
valuable to have a NCC contact for week to week needs. She has passed information about the club to
other sections of the NCC and my job in the next period is to follow up on these.
We will be arranging another mid-week Show and Tell session in the next month, so keep an eye on your
emails and get along if you can. Sadly, I am nearly always away from Nelson when they are on but I know
that they are good evenings and enjoyed by those that attend.

The weather is finally starting to improve, the sandflats are drying out, and we have had a couple of good
weekends recently. I was quite concerned that the grass in the pits area was starting to get out of control
and I was not looking to forward to dragging my lawnmower out there. However some very kind member
(as yet unknown) has beaten us all and cut the grass and whacked the long weeds. That is a terrific
gesture and one that we all appreciate. If you see the area getting untidy and have some time and an
opportunity to do some work out there please go and do it. The alternative is to organise a roster which is
typically unwieldy to manage. The work usually ends up being done by the same handful of people –
however if we can spread the load we all benefit. Thanks.
Happy Flying,
Murray Irvine
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WhatsApp Group:
If you asre not connected to WhatsApp give Murray or Phil a call.

Facebook:
We are now on Facebook. For those Facebook users out there, look up the Nelson Model Aero Club and
add a ‘like’ to our page.
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=nelson%20model%20aero%20club

Care of Your Strip and Track:
Remember if it has rained any time in the 24 hours preceding your intended flying session can you please
check the condition of the track before you drive out to the pits – that especially includes 4WD owners.

Special offer for NMAC Members
COOL POWER – 1 Gal (US) or 3.785 litre containers $65 each
BACK IN STOCK - NITRO ~ $35 per litre
I don’t have any bottles for the nitro so it’s BYOB (Bring Your Own Bottle).
Contact Peter Stevens.

From around the club
Second Sunday Float Fly
August 12th saw several flyers gather at the Nile Road pond for aquatic fun and sausages. There was a
certain amount of trepidation for some as we hadn't
flown off the water for a good while, but confidence
was quickly gained and great fun was had by all.
Phil Jordan bought his new Cessna 185 and this flew
very well. After a bit of practice Phil had his plane
taking off and landing with ease. Murray and Dennis
Heiford had their trusty Tidewater models, Peter
had a nice Catalina, and I flew my old Coota
seaplane
The weather was brilliant with no wind, and cloud
cover to keep the sun out of our eyes. The pond
surface was completely still, providing nice
reflections on low passes. The fine conditions may
have contributed to a perfect set of flights, with no
incidents – the rescue dinghy sat unused.
Murray had his plane doing some fine aerobatic
manoeuvres which in turn inspired a couple of local
falcons to up the ante. These birds were looping,
rolling and doing some fine spins.
Denis Gay, Bill Malcolm, Wayne, and his partner
Cindy showed up to lend encouragement and enjoy
the flying. Murray fired up the BBQ and all present
enjoyed some very tasty sausages. The wholemeal
bread cancelling out any calories present in the
sausages.
Flying off the water can seem a bit intimidating at
first, but it's a short learning curve and provides lots of laughs. The outlay for a seaplane doesn't have to
be great and we have seen younger members knock up float planes out of left overs. So if you missed out
this time, see what you have lying around or speak to other members about some of the better craft out
there.
Happy Flying,
Andrew.

A collection of images from recent club flying activities.

Technical tips
CAA part 101 - part of the fun.....
From Paul Troon.
Having discovered there are areas in which we may fly models only under certain conditions, I thought we
would have a quick look at the issue of "shielded operation" this month because this is one of those
conditions.
Shielded operation is defined in part 101 as:
"an operation of an aircraft within 100m of, and below the top of, a natural or man made object."
Shielded operation applies in two circumstances; within 4 kM of an aerodrome, and inside controlled
airspace. These of course are the two areas we looked at last time that are identified on the map of
restricted flying areas published by Airways under Part 101.
You may fly in both these areas without further CAA conditions applying if you meet the requirement for
shielded operation. In many parks this clearly provides for model operation where the park has trees, goal
posts or lighting fixtures, providing you are always within 100m of and below the height of the nearest
object (note that the objects may be 200m apart providing for a 400m long figure 8 flying pattern).
While the shielded operation restriction is not going to satisfy a lot of people, we do have a good flying
field at Wakapuaka that provides for more expansive operation, and shielded operation does provide
some opportunity for a bit of gentle low level flying closer to home for some, or at a different venue for a
change.
Remember that most park owners have their own restrictions on what you can fly in their parks, further
information is generally available from Council web sites.
TDC: http://www.tasman.govt.nz/policy/policies/flying-drones-and-other-unmanned-aircraft-overcouncil-land/ (Electric only, maximum 1M wing span)
NCC: http://www.nelson.govt.nz/recreation/recreation/drone-consent-request (No restrictions and
consent no longer required providing CAA rules are complied with.)

